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Brexit would bend it around
the English Premier League
KEVIN BAXTER
ON SOCCER

Tom Hogan Golden Boy Promotions

JAIME MUNGUIA knocked down Patrick Allotey

three times in a fourth-round technical knockout.

Mexico’s Munguia
doesn’t disappoint
With Morales in his
corner, he cruises to a
technical knockout for
a partisan crowd.
By Manouk Akopyan
Banda, reggaeton, newage Latin jams and traditional mariachi songs like Vicente Fernandez’s “Mexico
Lindo y Querido” reverberated throughout Dignity
Health Sports Park in Carson on Saturday night.
On Mexican Independence Day weekend, the music was more meaningful for
the partisan crowd, as was
the boxing.
Jaime Munguia, who
grew up in the tough streets
of Tijuana, walked into the
ring with Mexican legends in
Hall of Fame boxer-turnedtrainer Erik Morales and
boxer-turned-promoter Oscar De La Hoya in his corner.
Julio Cesar Chavez, who won
his first world title on this
holiday weekend in 1984 at
the old Olympic Auditorium
in Los Angeles, was sitting
ringside with another great
in Marco Antonio Barrera,
calling the fight in Spanish
for TV Azteca, watching with
a critical eye in what the next
generation of Mexican fighters has to offer.
The last thing Munguia, a
super-welterweight World
Boxing Organization champion, wanted to do was turn
in a paltry performance
against little-known Ghanaian Patrick Allotey, who was
fighting in the United States
for just the second time.
Munguia didn’t disappoint. He knocked down Allotey twice in the third round
and once in the fourth en
route to an easy technical
knockout victory before an
announced crowd of 7,311.
Munguia (34-0, 27 knockouts) made easy work of Allotey (40-4, 30 KOs), stalking
him all night and stunning
him with thudding shots
and combinations. As referee Jack Reiss counted to 10
on the final knockdown, Allotey’s corner stepped in to
stop the fight.
“The journey getting here
was hard but I feel really
good with these people who
came to support me,”
Munguia said. “This is Mexican Independence Day
[weekend] and I feel really
good and I’m ready to go further.”
Munguia’s victory was
his first with Morales in his
corner as head trainer,
months after moving on
from De La Hoya’s former
trainer Robert Alcazar. The
22-year-old tapped the fellow Tijuana native to help refine his punching prowess

following a series of milquetoast performances that
showed flaws in defense,
waist movement and combinations.
Munguia showed signs of
improvement Saturday, albeit against an overmatched
opponent. A body shot
dropped Allotey in the third,
and after he picked himself
up, Munguia attacked him
again with a powerful combination that dropped him as
the bell signaled the end of
the round. Allotey survived,
but not much longer as
chants of “Mexico!” and
“Munguia!” rained down in
approval.
“Thank you of course to
Erik,” Munguia said. “I
learned from Erik to stay
calm, but this is a combination of everyone that I work
with. Step by step, I’ve
learned a lot from all the
fighters that I’ve fought before.”
Munguia defended his
WBO belt for the fifth time,
but now the plan is to vacate
his 154-pound title and move
up to the middleweight decision. Once the big-bodied
Munguia gets acclimated to
the 160-pound weight class
and improves his level of opposition, his promoter,
Golden Boy, wants to match
him against Canelo Alvarez,
the pound-for-pound king.
The card lost some luster
Friday when Avery Sparrow,
the opponent of touted
prospect Ryan Garcia, was
arrested hours before their
weigh-in and the co-main
event was scrapped. Some
jeers were directed toward
De La Hoya when he was introduced over the public-address system, a sign that
Garcia fans who bought tickets were upset.

Fury survives
Tyson Fury looked like he
came to party. But he got a
fight instead.
Moments after the lineal
heavyweight champion took
off a sombrero and a Mexican flag, Otto Wallin went after him at Las Vegas’ TMobile Arena.
Wallin badly bloodied
Fury above his right eye. He
rocked him to the body, to
the head and the eye.
But Fury survived, then
thrived, winning a 116-112, 117111, 118-110 decision that is presumably a further step
toward a rematch with Deontay Wilder.
“Deontay Wilder, I want
you!” Fury (29-0-1, 20 KOs)
screamed.
On the undercard, junior-featherweight Emanuel
Navarrete (29-1, 25 KOs)
cruised in his second title defense in a month, scoring a
fourth-round TKO of Juan
Elorde (28-2, 15 KOs).
— Norm Frauenheim

If British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson makes good
on his pledge to take the
United Kingdom out of the
European Union next month,
with or without a deal, it
could have dire consequences.
The pound would plummet in value against other
world currencies, experts
say, leading to shortages of
fuel, food and medicine.
Authorities are predicting
job losses, massive immigration and customs delays —
even the possibility of civil
unrest — if there’s a so-called
hard Brexit.
But one sector may remain too large to fail, no
matter how ham-handed
Johnson’s determination to
watch the sun set on Britain’s EU membership. Chris
Brady, the director of the
Center for Sports Business
at Manchester’s Salford
University, believes soccer —
and specifically the English
Premier League — would
pretty much muddle along as
normal despite the drastic
implications a no-deal Brexit
would bring.
“There are a whole lot of
issues that need to be resolved. But the overwhelming importance of the Premier League to the British
economy, to the European
economy, to the global economy, all of those things would
probably mean that something would be sorted out,”
Brady said.
“In the 11th hour, it will be
done because the Premier
League is so important.”
As long as Britain remains in the European
Union, it will operate under
the same financial and immigration statues that govern
the other 27 member states,
laws that allow players and
money to move freely
through the European Economic Area (EEA). That has
streamlined the transfer
process between teams and
leagues and eased travel for
European competitions such
as the Champions League,
Europa League and national
team matches.
Brexit would change that
by subjecting players from
EU countries to the same
immigration and travel
restrictions entering the U.K.
that players from the U.S.,
Latin America and Asia now
face. A massive devaluation
of the pound against the euro
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BRITAIN’S PRIME MINISTER Boris Johnson plans to exit the European

Union, which would put travel restrictions on soccer players from EU countries.
would also hurt the Premier
League by forcing its clubs to
pay more for players relative
to teams in EU countries
such as Portugal, Italy or
Spain.
“One of the biggest issues
that everybody brings up is,
once we’re out of the EU, all
footballers entering into the
U.K. would be considered
foreign players, and there’s a
whole load of criteria that
they have to accept in order
to come into the country,”
Brady said.
That’s significant because more than 65% of the
players in the Premier
League were born outside
the U.K., the highest percentage of any of Europe’s top five
leagues, according to the
German soccer website
transfermarkt. And nearly
half the players in England’s
second-tier Championship
are foreign-born as well.
Once Brexit takes effect,
those players would have to
obtain what’s known as a
governing body endorsement from England’s Football Assn. — essentially a
work permit earned through
a system that allocates
points based on transfer fees,
salary, international caps
and the FIFA ranking of a
player’s national team.
Last year, the FA esti-

mated that 65% of the Premier League’s European
players from outside England and Ireland would not
have qualified for the work
permit.
At the time Brexit was
being considered, in 2016, the
FA — which oversees all
soccer in England but does
not manage the day-to-day
activities of the Premier
League — pushed for Britain
to remain in the EU, for
reasons of convenience if
nothing else. But in the three
years since the referendum
passed, frustrating three
prime ministers who have
been unable to implement it,
some in the EPL have grown
troubled by the inability of
the FA or the league to prepare for the day the split
finally happens.
“It has less to do with
being lazy and more to do
with clarity,” Brady said.
“They just haven’t got a clue
what’s going to happen. So
they’re hedging their bets.”
But with an exit of some
kind now near certain, the
FA has begun lobbying for
special arrangements, including a rule that would do
away with the points system
and make a Premier League
contract sufficient for a work
permit. (That would probably benefit U.S. players as

well, many of whom found it
difficult to qualify for a work
permit under the old formula.)
In exchange, the FA
would lower the league’s cap
of non-homegrown players
from the current number of
17 per team, or 340 leaguewide.
If Johnson forces a hard
Brexit — basically an exit
from the EU without any
agreement in place — Brady
expects the government and
the FA to reach a deal
quickly. The leisure industry,
of which soccer is a huge
part, is a major source of
revenue in Britain, “so to
damage that doesn’t make
sense,” he said. “It doesn’t
make sense for Europe either.”
As for those who will see
their German medicine and
French produce held up for
days by customs agents,
Brady said he expects most
will initially be angry but will
eventually learn to keep calm
and carry on — with the help
of soccer.
“They’re going to be really
upset. But they’re going to
want to watch football as
well,” he said. “If I don’t get
this medicine, would I still be
able to sit on the sofa and
watch the TV? If the answer’s
yes, then OK, [screw] it.”

Vela scores in return, helps LAFC tie
LAFC 1
PHILADELPHIA 1
wire reports

CHESTER, Pa. — Carlos
Vela returned and scored in
the 43rd minute to help
LAFC get a 1-1 tie with the
Philadelphia Union on Saturday.
Kacper Przybylko struck
first for Philadelphia (15-8-7)
in the third minute on a
header 13 yards out from the
right side of the box, assisted
by Fafa Picault.
Vela, a most valuable
player favorite who missed
the last two games with a

hamstring injury, tied it for
LAFC (19-4-7) with a shot 10
yards out from the left side of
the box. It was Vela’s leagueleading 28th goal. .
LAFC outshot the Union
9-8, with four shots on goal to
three for Philadelphia. The
Union drew six corner kicks,
committed 11 fouls and did
not receive a card.
LAFC drew three corner
kicks, committed 12 fouls
and was given four yellow
cards. It is winless its last
four matches.
“We are going to rewatch
this match and focus on
what we need to improve,”
LAFC forward Diego Rossi
said.

MLS
W

L

T

Pts GF GA

LAFC .....................19
Real Salt Lake.........14
Seattle...................13
Minnesota ..............13
San Jose ................13
Portland .................13
FC Dallas ...............12
GALAXY ..................13
Sporting K.C. ..........10
Colorado ................10
Houston .................10
Vancouver ................7
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11
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10
12
11
11
13
12
14
16
15
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4
7
6
5
4
7
3
7
6
4
9

64
46
46
45
44
43
43
42
37
36
34
30

77
41
46
46
49
45
47
42
42
49
41
32

33
35
45
39
46
41
42
47
47
55
51
54

EAST
W
New York City FC .......16
Philadelphia.............15
Atlanta....................15
Toronto FC ...............11
D.C. United ..............11
New York .................12
New England............10
Montreal..................11
Chicago.....................9
Orlando City...............9
Columbus..................9
Cincinnati ..................6

L T
5 9
8 7
11 3
10 9
10 9
12 5
10 10
16 4
12 10
13 9
15 7
21 3

Pts
57
52
48
42
42
41
40
37
37
36
34
21

GF
56
55
48
50
39
47
45
42
48
40
36
30

GA
37
43
36
47
38
44
52
57
43
44
45
72

WEST

TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER

17 7:10 pm

18 5:10 pm

20 7:10 pm

Take
season tickets
to the next level

LAFC 1, UNION 1
LAFC.......................................................1 0—1
Philadelphia ............................................1 0—1
FIRST HALF—1. Philadelphia, Przybylko, 14 (Picault),
3rd minute; 2. LAFC, Vela, 28, 43rd.
SECOND HALF—Scoring: None.
GOALIES—LAFC, Tyler Miller, Pablo Sisniega; Philadelphia, Andre Blake, Joe Bendik.
Yellow cards—Kaye, LAFC, 65th; Blessing, LAFC,
78th; Harvey, LAFC, 88th; Zimmerman, LAFC, 89th.
Referee—Nima Saghafi. Assistant referees—Adam
Wienckowski, Corey Rockwell, Chico Grajeda. 4th official—Sergii Demianchuk.
A—19,145.
Lineups:
LAFC—Tyler Miller; Steven Beitashour (Tristan Blackmon, 82nd), Jordan Harvey, Mark Anthony Kaye, Eddie
Segura, Walker Zimmerman; Eduard Atuesta; Latif
Blessing, Adama Diomande (Adrien Perez, 74th), Diego
Rossi, Carlos Vela (Brian Rodriguez, 66th).
Philadelphia—Andre Blake; Jack Elliott, Raymon
Gaddis, Mark McKenzie, Kai Wagner; Brendan Aaronson
(Ilsinho, 58th), Alejandro Bedoya, Haris Medunjanin,
Jamiro Monteiro, Fafa Picault; Kacper Przybylko (Sergio
Santos, 75th).

SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY,
SEPTEMBER

21 6:10 pm

22 1:10 pm

Dia de los Dodgers
Ticket Pack**

Fan
Appreciation
Day

Package includes game
ticket and bobblehead

Win great prizes
during the game!

dodgers.com/
fanappreciation

Billie Jean King
Bobblehead*

La Homestand
Last
of the Regular Season

PRESENTED BY

Alex Verdugo
Bobblehead*
PRESENTED BY

vs

dodgers.com/
membership

dodgers.com/
diadelosdodgers

Join today
to access
postseason games

vs

Presented by

vs

dodgers.com/promotions

Join the party
before the game
ame
Free with a
game ticket
Starts at 2 pm
dodgers.com/
viva

vs

vs

Go Metro to Dodger Stadium
dodgers.com/transportation

*First 40,000 fans in attendance **This is not a full stadium giveaway ˜Friday Night Fireworks subject to cancellation based upon the length of the game.

